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This study analyzes the changes and allocation characteristics of environmental
governance attention in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region based on the
government work report from 2002 to 2020 and explores the compliance
relationship between environmental governance attention and environmental
quality. The results show that the allocation of local government
environmental governance attention shows high consistency with that of the
central government, and the overall environmental governance attention shows a
fluctuating upward trend. There is a long-term stable co-integrated relationship
between environmental governance attention and environmental quality in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, as well as a two-way Granger causality relationship
in the short term. The non-linear influence of environmental governance attention
on the environmental quality in the Beijing–Hebei–Tianjin region can be
described using the LSTR2 model. During 2004–2016, environmental
governance attention often had non-linear effects on the environmental
quality. Since 2016, there has been a stable linear relationship between
environmental governance attention and environmental quality. Finally, some
policy suggestions on improving the local performance evaluation system and
establishing a collaborative environment system for the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
region have been put forward for the government.
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1 Introduction

The Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, located in the heart of the Bohai Rim in Northeast
Asia, is the most dynamic and developed transportation network region in northern China.
With the rapid economic and social development in the region, there has been an increasing
number of industries, and environmental problems become increasingly prominent. Aside
from the paucity of water resources caused by the geographical problem, the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region frequently experiences the hardest hit by smog. Zhang
Gaoli, Vice-Premier of The State Council, has pointed out that combatting air pollution
and repairing the ecological environment should be regarded as a breakthrough in the
coordinated development of the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region. In 2003, the State Council
issued implementation rules of the Action Plan for the Implementation of Air Pollution
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Prevention and Control in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei Region and its
surrounding areas. At the same time, the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
region government also adopted a series of environmental
governance measures, including energy consumption reform and
regional joint prevention and control of air pollution, which reflects
the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region on environmental governance
issues of high concern.

The environmental governance attention determines the direction of
environmental governance, and the government work report is an
important carrier of environmental governance attention. What is the
level of environmental governance attention in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region? What changes and allocation rules are
presented? What is the compliance relationship between environmental
governance attention and the environmental quality? The research and
solution of these questions can provide a solid scientific basis for
improving the environmental quality and promoting high-quality
economic development in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region.

2 Literature review

2.1 Research on attention changes and
allocation patterns

Attention theory originated from psychology and has been
gradually applied to management and organizational behavior.
Attention is defined as “the process by which management agents
selectively value some data over others” (Simon, 1997). Ocasio (1997)
pointed out the scarcity of attention resources and emphasized that
the nature of government decision-making behavior was different
attention allocation, and the scientific basis of decision-making
depended on the rational allocation of attention due to the limited
rationality of decision-makers. Based on the attention theory of
science and organizational behavior, Jones (2023) constructed the
“attention-driven policy choice model,” and pointed out that the
policy choice will change with attention, the key to choose lies in the
judgment of important and unimportant information, and the content
and key topics of the policy text can reflect the importance of the
government to certain public affairs. At the same time, Bevan and
Greene (2014) explored the data on the British Parliament in the past
65 years and discovered that the organization of political parties and
the reflection of economic conditions influenced the government
attention to the public policy agenda. In the area of attention
allocation, Matejka and Mckay (2015) found that the allocation of
decision-makers’ attention determined the amount of information
accessed. Wai and Kwan (2015) pointed out that the distribution of
the government is light, and the degree of decentralization of
government decision-making power will further affect the direction
of action of the government. Flavin and Franko (2017) analyzed the
allocation trend of government attention to citizen political rights
using the bill documents of American state legislatures. Based on
central government work reports from 1954 to 2013 and a
classification of the strategic goals of fundamental public services
for each time period, Wen (2014) used central government work
reports from 1954 to 2013 as research data and measured the
government attention to the area of basic public services while
rationalizing the goals of each stage of central government public
services.

2.2 Research on environmental governance
attention

The application of attention theory is extensive, including science
and technology (Wang et al., 2018), sport and culture (Zheng and Ji,
2021), social security (Liu et al., 2021), environmental governance, and
many other aspects. In the field of environmental governance
attention research, Wang and Li (2017) analyzed the allocation of
environmental governance attention after the reform and opening up
using the government work reports of 30 provinces in China, and
concluded that the improvement of environmental governance
attention will increase the number of environmental policies. Based
on the central government work reports since the reform and opening
up, Wang and Tian (2021) discussed the internal change law of
environmental governance attention in China and pointed out that
the level of environmental governance attention has been increasing
after the reform and opening up, which has also played a positive role
in the improvement of environmental quality. Shen et al. (2020)
studied the relationship between environmental governance attention
and environmental governance performance based on panel data on
the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, and concluded that the
enhancement of environmental governance attention is conducive
to improving regional environmental governance performance, and
the government subjective consciousness plays the greatest role in
promoting environmental governance performance. Zhang
investigated the relationship between local government
environmental governance attention and environmental policy
implementation, and pointed out that it is inverted U-shaped.
Local government environmental governance attention improved
the government understanding of ecological and environmental
governance; however, under the pressure type system, if the
environmental governance attention exceeded the government
actual bearing capacity, the local government would face evasion
of responsibility (Zhang, 2021). It is studied whether the government
environmental governance attention has an effect on pollution that
the improvement of the government environmental governance
attention can restrain environmental pollution by empirical
analysis (Huang et al., 2022).

2.3 Research on the public environmental
policy

Public environmental policy has received wide attention. OECD
countries lead the way in terms of climate change awareness, with
91% of Europeans identifying climate change as an existential risk
and 44% supporting stricter environmental regulations for
industries, especially the energy sector (Sadik-Zada and Ferrari,
2020). Although the awareness of climate change risks and the
importance of environmental regulations are also steadily increasing
in the developing countries (Faure and Partain, 2019), there is still a
large gap between developing countries and developed countries in
terms of the Environmental Performance Index (EPI), financial
capacity, and institutional capacity (Conrad and Cassar, 2018). In
general, environmental regulations in developing countries remain
relatively lax. As a developing country, if China does not formulate
and implement more strict environmental policies, it may lead to the
transfer of pollution-intensive industries, thus becoming a
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“pollution paradise” (PHH). Different types of environmental
policies, such as emission standards, emission trading, and
emission taxes, will produce different environmental benefits
under different enterprise emission reduction costs (Xu and Tan,
2023), but the environmental policy plays an important role in
income distribution, the clean technology transition, and carbon
emission control (Sun et al., 2023). In the process of achieving
carbon peak and carbon neutrality in China, energy-biased
technological progress will play an important role, and the
exogenous environmental policy impact is a key in affecting
energy-biased technological progress (Dai and Zhang, 2023). The
formulation and release of environmental policies reflect the
changes and allocation of the government’s environmental
governance attention, which will have an important impact on
environmental quality.

By reviewing the existing research results, it can be found that the
number of studies on environmental governance attention has
increased year by year, involving the central government
environmental governance, provincial environmental governance
(Qin, 2020), marine environmental governance (Wang et al., 2019),
and environmental information quality (Xu and Zhou, 2020). These
studies are of great value in revealing the law of government
environmental behavior and improving the effect of environmental
governance. However, there are some drawbacks: first, previous studies
mainly focus on the central government, while local government-level
studies are relatively scarce. Second, previous studies focused on the
measurement and trend analysis of the government environmental
governance attention but lacked further effect evaluation. Finally, the
only studies on the impact of environmental quality are mainly based
on linear assumptions and lack of exploration of non-linear impacts.
The contribution of this article is described as follows: first, the text
analysis method is used to estimate the environmental governance
attention in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, and objectively present
its changes and allocation rules; second, the impact of environmental
governance attention on environmental quality is analyzed and its
actual effects are accurately assessed; and third, based on the linear
model, the non-linear effects are further investigated, so as to put
forward more operational policy recommendations.

3 Measurement and analysis of
environmental governance attention

3.1 Text data collection and measurement

On the premise of data continuity and completeness,
57 provincial and municipal government work reports were
collected in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region from 2002 to 2020,
all of which were from the official websites of Beijing, Tianjin, and
Hebei governments. The high-frequency word cloud map of
government work reports in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region
clearly shows the allocation of government attention in various
fields. Among them, “development” is the largest font and is
mentioned most times, indicating that the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
region government puts “development” in the first place in the
government work. “Construction” is in the second place, followed by
“economy,” “city,” “enterprise,” “culture,” and “industrial,”
reflecting “construction” as an important topic. The government

of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region is working closely on the overall
plan to promote coordinated and orderly social development on
economic, political, cultural, social and ecological construction.

ROST CM6 software was used to count the top
10 environmental governance keywords, namely, environment,
environmental protection, energy efficiency, sustainability,
ecology, waste, green, pollution, energy, and consumption
reduction. The keywords of environmental governance were
coded according to the format of “node,” and the number and
relative indicators of the keywords were counted. The same number
of keywords in different lengths of text should show different levels
of attention, while frequency statistics only focus on the number and
ignore the text proportion. To this end, the keywords of each year
were standardized, and the ratio of keywords to the total number of
words in the full text was used to measure the environmental
governance attention in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region.

3.2 Analysis on the changes of
environmental governance attention

As shown in Figure 1, from 2002 to 2020, the level of environmental
governance attention in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region has
fluctuated and increased, which reflected that decision makers
gradually realized the importance of environmental issues and paid
more attention to environmental governance year by year. In some
specific periods, environmental governance attention has shown a small
range of large changes. Media attention, central government strategy,
and official attitude all influence local government attention, but abrupt
changes were usually triggered by special events.

In order to ensure good environmental quality during the
2008 Beijing Olympic Games, the Ministry of Environmental
Protection implemented comprehensive ecological and
environmental management in Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shaanxi,
Inner Mongolia, and Shandong provinces, and the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government increased its
environmental governance attention. After the Olympic Games,
the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government gradually paid less
attention to environmental governance. In addition, affected by the
US financial crisis, China economic growth slowed down, and the
central and local governments quickly adjusted their attention to
economic construction. Therefore, the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
region government paid less attention to environmental
governance in 2009. In 2014, the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
coordinated development strategy was elevated to the national
strategy; at the same time, the state issued the “Ten Atmospheric
Measures,” which proposed the establishment of a regional air
pollution joint prevention and control mechanism, and the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government took different counter
measures. The Beijing Municipal Government focused on air
pollution from coal burning, industry, motor vehicles, and dust,
and implemented measures to convert coal into electricity and gas,
and strictly inspect vehicles with excessive emissions to improve air
quality. The Hebei Provincial Government further adjusted the
energy structure, optimized the industrial layout, and focused on
preventing and controlling the emission of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxide, and other pollutants to control the spread of air pollution. In
the 12th Five-Year Plan for air pollution prevention and control, the
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Tianjin Municipal Government proposed strict control of coal
burning pollution, intensified efforts to control dust pollution,
and promoted clean energy utilization. Accordingly, the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region environmental governance
attention has increased significantly. In 2016, as the first year of
the 13th Five-Year Plan, the central government advocated the
development concept of “innovative, coordinated, green, open,
and shared,” the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government issued
“Intensive Measures for Air Pollution (2016–2017)” to solve the hot
and difficult problems of air pollution in Beijing and its surrounding
areas, and the level of environmental governance attention in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region has increased significantly again.

3.3 Analysis on the allocation of
environmental governance attention

(1) The overall number of environmental governance attention
keywords in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region from 2002 to
2020 shows the increasing trend (Figure 2). During the Tenth
Five-Year Plan period, although the central government put
forward the basic national policy of environmental protection,
the government of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region also focuses
on the environmental field in a relatively simple way under the
influence of the development strategy centered on economic
construction. During the 11th Five-Year Plan period, the central

FIGURE 2
Diagram of the total frequency trend of environmental governance keywords in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region from 2002 to 2020.

FIGURE 1
Frequency of environmental governance attention keywords in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region during different periods of the Five-Year Plan.
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government proposed to build a “resource-saving and
environment-friendly” society, and resource conservation and
environmental friendliness is reflected in the government work
report of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. Although more
attention has been paid to energy conservation and new
energy, it can be found that the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
regional government work reports show that the depth of
attention is insufficient and only stays at the theoretical level.
During the 12th Five-Year Plan period, the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government took into account
local conditions to tackle air and water pollution, and green
ecology. The keywords of environmental governance in the
government work reports have changed significantly, among
which air pollution control, rural water resource management,
emission reduction, consumption reduction, and forest green
space construction have become the keywords with increasing
frequency, and ecological environment governance has
gradually transformed from concept to concrete measures
and actions. During the 13th Five-Year Plan, the central
government put forward the concept of “innovative,
coordinated, green, open, and shared” development, and the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government thoroughly
implemented the guiding principles of Xi Jinping’s series of
important speeches, made all-out efforts to build a new pattern
of green development, carried out the “Blue Sky” campaign, and
pushed the battle against pollution and waste classification.

(2) The allocation of environmental governance attention in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region is consistent with that of the
central government. The central government formulated and
issued policy directives, which are implemented by local
governments at all levels, and the central government
programmatic policy documents served as the baton for local
government attention. In 2006, the central government

proposed to build a “resource-saving and environment-
friendly” society, followed by water and electricity
conservation, and other related discussions in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government work report. In
addition, there was another case for consistency of attention.
The Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government work reports
were generally released before the central government work
report during the local “two sessions,” attention following
turns to attention leading or the central government and local
government resonated on the same issue. For example, in 2008,
the central government and the Beijing and Tianjin regional
governments jointly paid attention to the “source of sandstorms,”
and in 2013, the Tianjin Municipal Government and the central
government jointly paid attention to the “Marine environmental
governance” issue. There was commonality in finding and solving
environmental problems between the central and local areas, but
the order of mutual reference was not strict.

(3) Compared with the economic development attention, as shown
in Figure 3, the allocation of environmental governance
attention in the Beijing––Tianjin–Hebei region is increasing.
Under the new normal situation of economic development,
the local government often bears the double pressure of
economic growth and environmental protection. In total,
10 keywords of economic development were selected:
economy, finance, gross product, income, investment,
finance, trade, import and export, financing, and capital;
through comparative analysis, the distribution characteristics
and allocation rules of environmental governance attention in
the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region were presented more
comprehensively. The word frequency of environmental
governance keywords in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region
government work report increased from 68 in 2002 to 131 in
2020, and the word frequency of economic development

FIGURE 3
Quantity comparison of economic and environmental governance keywords in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region.
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keywords decreased from 269 in 2002 to 170 in 2020. Although
the total number of words for economic development was
significantly greater than that for environmental governance,
the relative trend showed that the proportion of environmental
governance in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region was increasing
year by year, and the construction of ecological civilization and
environmental protection was becoming increasingly important
in public decision-making and political behavior of government
officials.

4 Compliance relationship analysis
between environmental governance
attention and the environmental quality

In order to investigate the actual effect of environmental
governance attention in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, the STR
model is constructed to analyze the compliance relationship between
environmental governance attention and the environmental quality.

4.1 Variable selection

(1) In the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, environmental
governance attention is selected as the independent variable.
Using the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government work
reports from 2002 to 2020 as the text, NVivo12 software is
used to encode statistics to obtain the time series of
environmental governance attention EGAt (environment
governance attention) in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region.

(2) Environmental quality is selected as the dependent variable.

The proxy variable is CEIt (the comprehensive emission index)
in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, which considers industrial
wastewater, exhaust gas emission, and industrial solid waste
emission as the base index. The entropy method is used to
calculate the weight of indicators. In the first step, the basic
indicators are dimensionless, according to Eq. 1, where xmax(ij) is
the greatest value of the indicator, xmin(ij) is the minimum value of
the indicator, and xij is the value of indicator j in year i.

xiy
′ � max x1j, . . . , xn( ) − xij

max xij, . . . , xnj( ) −min x1,, . . . , xnj( ) (1)

In the subsequent phase, Eq. 2 is used to calculate the ratio of
indicator values for year i on the jth evaluation indicator pij.

pij � xij∑n
j�1xij

(2)

In the third step, the entropy value of the jth indicator is
calculated according to Eq. 3 ej, which can be proved that 0≤ ej ≤ 1.

ej � − 1
ln n

∑n
1�1

pij ln pij( ). (3)

In the fourth step, the coefficient of variability for indicator j is
calculated according to Eq. 4 φj.

φj � 1 − εj (4)

In the fifth step, the weight of each indicator is calculated
according to Eq. 5 wj.

wj � φ1∑mj

j�1ωj

� 1 − sj

∑m
j�1 1 − θj( ) (5)

Finally, the linear weighting method was used to calculate the
comprehensive index of emissions in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
region for the period 2002–2020.

(3) Research assumptions and limitations.

If the government of the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region pays more
attention to environmental governance, it will paymore attention to the
polluters and enhance the binding force on the polluters within its
jurisdiction in order to implement the government’s policy intentions
through various policy means such as supervision and punishment.
Under the constraints of environmental control, enterprises will change
their production methods, increase environmental protection
investment, strengthen pollution control efforts, and ultimately
reduce pollution emissions. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that
the environmental governance attention of the government in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region can affect the environmental quality in
the area under its jurisdiction.

In addition, considering the continuity and instability of
environmental protection policies, the government’s attention to
environmental governance in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region will
also show fluctuations. Under the limitation of policy transmission
resources and objective environment, the improvement effect of the
environmental quality may not be completely synchronized with the
change in the government’s attention to environmental governance,
thus presenting a more complex impact. Therefore, it can be
hypothesized that the environmental governance attention of the
government in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region has non-linear
characteristics on the environmental quality within its jurisdiction.

The Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region is experiencing rapid economic
and social development with a large number of industrial clusters and a
highly concentrated population. As a result, environmental protection
policies and environmental quality in this region are highly
representative due to geographical factors. Therefore, the results of
this study can provide theoretical and policy reference for the limited
areas that are also polluted by the rapid industrialization process around
the world.

4.2 Basic measurement tests

The autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model is a widely
used statistical model for environmental, meteorological, and
economic fields. By introducing the lag term into the
autoregressive equation, the dynamic relationship between the
dependent variable and the lag term is fitted. ARDL is able to
explore the effect of time on the dependent variable and the change
effects of the independent variable on the dependent variable over
time. ARDL can also flexibly fit non-linear relationships, seasonal
variations, and dynamic trends. In addition, technically, non-linear
ARDL does not require variables of the same order to be integral,
allowing it to test long-term relationships between variables of
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relatively short time series. Considering the impact of environmental
governance attention on the environmental quality, there is an
objective lag to explore the possible long-term relationship
between the government’s environmental governance attention
and environmental quality in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the impact of the passage
of time on the environmental quality and the change of
environmental governance attention on the environmental quality
over time. Therefore, it is finally decided to choose the ARDL
method to carry out the research based on the aforementioned
considerations.

In order to avoid the influence of heteroscedasticity, natural
logarithms are processed for sequences EGAt and CEIt, and the
sequences after logarithms are, respectively, represented by LEGAt

and LCEIt, and the first-order difference sequences of LEGAt and
LCEIt were, respectively, represented by ΔLEGAt and ΔLCEIt.

4.2.1 Stationarity test
When using non-stationary series for regression, it will cause

false regression, and the STR model requires the sequence to be
stationary, so the stationarity of time series is tested. As shown in
Table 1, the null hypothesis that unit roots exist in LEGAt and
LCEIt sequences is not rejected, that is, both LGEAt and LCEIt
sequences are non-stationary sequences. The stationarity test of its
difference sequences was continued. The ADF statistics of ΔLEGAt

and ΔLCEIt sequences were less than the critical values at the levels
of 1% and 5%, respectively, rejecting the null hypothesis. The LEGAt

and LCEIt sequences were both I (1) processes.

4.2.2 Cointegration test
The Johansen co-integration test is used to test the co-

integration of LEGAt and LCEIt sequences. As shown in
Table 2, the trace test and maximum eigenvalue test consistently
show that the null hypothesis states that no co-integration equation
is rejected at the 1% significance level, but the null hypothesis states
that a co-integration equation is accepted. This implies that at the
1% level of significance, LEGAt and LCEIt have a cointegrating
equation, and there is a long-term stable equilibrium relationship
between LEGAt and LCEIt.

4.2.3 Granger causality tests for the long and short
term

The variables have Granger causality in at least one direction if
there is a cointegration relationship between them. As seen in Table 3,
the test rejects both the hypothesis thatΔLEGAt is not a Granger cause
of ΔLCEIt and the hypothesis that ΔLCEIt is not a Granger cause of
ΔLEGAt in terms of short-run causality. This indicates that in the
short term, environmental governance attention and environmental
quality in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region are mutually causal. In the
long-term causality, the test results reject the hypothesis that LEGAt is
not the Granger cause of LCEIt but accept the hypothesis that LCEIt is
not the Granger cause of LGEAt. This indicates that at the significance
level of 10%, there is a long-term causal relationship from
environmental governance attention to environmental quality in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, but there is no long-term causal
relationship from the environmental quality to environmental
governance attention in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region.

4.3 STR model analysis

4.3.1 Model setting
The STR model has the following general form:

yi � xr
iϕ + xr

tβG y, c, st( ) + ut t � 1, 2,/, T( ) (6)
where yt is the explanatory variable and xt is a vector of explanatory
variable that includes lagged variables yt up to order k andm additional
explanatory variables. following are andp � k +m.ϕ � (ϕ0, ϕ1, ..., ϕp)′

TABLE 1 ADF test results.

Variable ADF statistics p-value Existence of a unit root

LEGAt 0.6349 0.8435 Yes

LCEIt 0.6491 0.8458 Yes

ΔLEGAt −6.8564*** 0.0000 No

ΔLCEIt −2.3027** 0.0245 No

Note: all test types are 0, 0, and p, where p represents the lag order, which is automatically selected using EVIEWS 6.0 software, according to the AIC criterion. *** and ** represent significance at

the 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

TABLE 2 Co-integration test results.

Number of covariance equations Eigenvalue Trace statistics Maximum eigenvalue statistics

None 0.9755 44.8543*** 44.5104***

Up to one 0.0282 0.3439 0.3439

Note: *** represents significance at the 1% level.

TABLE 3 Granger causality test results.

H0: there is no Granger causality χ2 t-value

ΔLEGAt → ΔLCEIt short-term causality tests −5.1973***

ΔLCEIt → ΔLEGAt short-term causality tests −4.5614**

LEGAt → LCEIt long-term causality tests −2.9665*

LCEIt → LEGAt long-term causality tests −1.8513

Note: *, **, and *** represent significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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and θ � (θ0,θ1′, ..., θm)′ represent the parameter vectors for the linear
and non-linear components, respectively; ut{ } is an independently
and identically distributed error series; and the transformation
function G � (γ, c, st) is a bounded continuous function with the
value range [0, 1]. When the transformation function G � (γ, c, st)
value approaches 0, the non-linear portion of the model fades away,
leaving only the linear portion. st is the altered variable.

According to the form of the conversion function
G � (γ, c, st), the STR model can be classified into two primary
kinds, namely, the LSTR family model and ESTR family model. If
the form of the conversion function is as follows:

G y, c, st( ) � 1 + exp −y sr − c( )[ ]{ }−1, y> 0 (7)
Then, the aforementioned model is called the STR model. In

such models, the transition function G � (γ, c, st) is a monotonically
growing function of the transition variable st, and the constraint
γ> 0 is an identifying constraint. The slope γ is a smoothing
parameter that indicates how quickly or smoothly the state G �
(γ, c, st) changes from “0” to “1”. The location of the dynamic
change in the model and the time of the state transition are both
determined by the position parameter c. The LSTR1 type STRmodel
is known as the LSTR model in Eq. 7.

In the LSTR model, a different non-monotonic class conversion
function is expressed as follows:

G y, c, st( ) � 1 + exp −γ st − c1( ) st − c2( )[ ]{ }−1, γ> 0, c1 ≤ c2 (8)
The numerical value of this conversion function G is symmetric

around the point (c1 + c2)/2, in contrast to the LSTR1 type STR
model. Furthermore, when st →± ∞, it is observed that
G(γ, c, st) → 1; when γ → ∞, it is observed that c1 ≤ st ≤ c2 and
G(γ, c, st) → 0; and when G(γ, c, st) → 1, other values of
st are observed.The LSTR2-type STR model is the name given to
the LSTR model written in Eq. 8. The LSTR model is primarily
employed to examine the many dynamic features of economic
systems at various phases.

If the conversion function G(γ, c, st) has the following form

G y, c, si( ) � 1 − exp −γ st − c( )2[ ], y> 0 (9)
then this kind of STR model is known as an ESTR model. The

ESTR model is the same as the LSTR1 model, where both models take
point C as the turning of the conversion variable. The ESTR model
conversion function is different from that of the LSTR1model, which is
an even function, and the conversion function G is symmetrical about
Cwhen the conversion variable accepts values on both sides of pointC.
The ESTRmodel is used to describe how far the economic system non-
linear deviation is from its equilibrium level and to represent how this
distance varies the characteristics of the economic system.

ΔLCEIt is used as the explanatory variable, and ΔLEGAt is used
as the explanatory variable, and the model expression is based on the
standard STR model and is shown as follows:

ΔLCEIt �ϕ0 +∑p
i�1
ϕ1i ×ΔCEIt−i +∑q

j�0
ϕ2j ×ΔLEGAt−i

+ θ0 +∑p
i�1
θ1i ×ΔLCEIt−i +∑q

j�0
θ2j ×ΔEGAt−j⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦ × G γ, c, st( )

+ εt

(10)

where p and q are the lag orders, and εt is the random
disturbance term. This statement is not only used to describe
potential non-linear qualities between environmental quality
attention and environmental management but also to reflect the
linear relationship between the two.

4.3.2 Model estimation
(1) The model lag order must be established. Teräsvirta proposed

that the specific structure of the linear part in STR model can be
determined according to the VAR framework. Firstly, the lag
order of ΔLCEIt is set to 5, the regressions are run using various
lags of ΔLEGAt and ΔLCEIt, and then unnecessary lag orders
are removed one by one according to the AIC and SC
information criteria t values and DW values. Secondly, the
optimal lag order is obtained by regression using the optimal lag
terms of ΔLCEIt on ΔLCEIt and the different lag terms of
ΔLCEIt on ΔLEGAt. Thirdly, the final result is that the optimal
lag order of ΔLCEIt and ΔLEGAt is 1 after testing one by one.

(2) Model selection and non-linearity test. The transformation
function G(γ, c, st) is approximated by a third-order Taylor
series at the smoothing value γ � 0. Substituting the expanded
third-order Taylor series expression into Eq. 6 and after
combining like terms and reparametrizing, the following
auxiliary regression equation is produced.

yt � β0
′zt +∑3

j�1
β′j�zts

j
t + u*

t (11)

where zt � (1, zt), zt � (ΔLCEIt−1,ΔLEGAt).
u*t � ut + R3(γ, c, st)θ′zt andR3 � (γ, c, st) for the third-order

Taylor expansion residual term. The initial hypothesis H0: β1 �
β2 � β3 � 0 is established for Eq. 11, and its rejection suggests that a
non-linear relationship exists. Teräsvirta suggests using the LM
multiplier test to evaluate whether the model is non-linear, and
then recommends changing the test statistic and utilizes the F
statistic to increase the test precision. Teräsvirta contends that
the LSTR2 model in the alternative hypothesis incorporates the
ESTR model, and there is an important judgment step in the non-
linearity test, which is mainly to determine whether the model is of
the LSTR1 or LSTR2 type. The choice of the model form relies on the
following sequential tests: H04: β3 � 0; H03: β2 � 0|β3 � 0; and
H02: β1 � 0|β2 � β3 � 0. The corresponding statistics for the
original hypotheses H04, H03, and H02 are F4, F3, and F2,
respectively. If the statistic F3 has the smallest value of p, then
the form of the transformation function G should be either the
LSTR2 or ESTR model. Conversely, the form of the conversion
function is the LSTR1 model. The results of the test are shown in
Table 4.

The results in Table 4 show that the linearity hypothesis is
only rejected at the 5% significance level, when ΔLEGAt is used
as the transformation variable, and the probability of
companionship (1.0429e−02) is the smallest, complying with
the strongest rejection rule. Since the companion probability
value of F3 (8.1136e−03) is smaller than the companion
probabilities of F4 and F2, ΔLEGAt was finally chosen as the
transformed variable, and the transformation function was
determined to be of type LSTR2, the transformation function
takes the following form:
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G γ, c, st( ) � 1 + exp −γ st − c1( ) st − c2( )[ ]{ }−1 ,
G γ, c,ΔLCEIt( ) � 1 + exp −7.3377 ΔEGAt + 0.3416( ) ΔEGAt − 0.2752( )[ ]{ }−1γ> 0, c1 ≤ c2

(12)

(3) The initial values of the smoothing and location parameters are
determined. After determining the form of the transformation
variables and the transformation function, the initial values of
the smoothing and location parameters in the transformation
function need to be determined using the two-dimensional grid
point search method. This is performed by selecting different γ
and c values within a certain range, using ordinary least squares
to estimate the linear model and calculate the residuals of the
model. The parameter space of γ and c is taken in turn, and γ

and c, which minimize the sum of squares of the residuals, are
used as the initial values. The initial values of c1 and c2 are
[−0.4700, 0.4081] and γ are [0.50, 10.00], and the number of
search steps is 30. According to this optimization method, the
initial values of γ are 1.3532, c1 is −0.3300, and c2 is 0.2626, and
the residual sum of squares of the model is minimized with an
SSR of 0.1130. Figures 4, 5 show the contour and plane plots of
the location and smoothing parameters under the 2D grid point
search, respectively. In addition, the initial values of γ and c both
fall within the intervals they are constructed, and therefore are
used as initial values for further non-linear optimization.

(4) Modeling parameter estimation. After obtaining the initial
values of γ and c, they are substituted into Eq. 12, where the
Newton–Raphson method is used to solve for the maximum
conditional likelihood function and determine estimates of the
general model parameters. The model unimportant coefficients
are constrained to zero until the remaining coefficients gained
statistical significance in accordance with Hendry’s general to a
specific modeling approach. The outcomes of the parameter
estimate are displayed in Table 5.

Based on the parameter estimation results, the specific form of
the LSTR2 model is obtained as follows:

ΔLECIt � 0.1971 + 1.3203ΔLECIt−1 − 1.4667ΔLEGAt−1

+ G γ, c,ΔLEGAt( ) −2.8918ΔCEIt−1 − 4.4836ΔLEGAt( )
(13)

G γ, c,ΔLCEIt( ) � 1 + exp −7.3377 ΔEGAt + 0.3416( ) ΔEGAt − 0.2752( )[ ]{ }
(14)

The main diagnostic statistics corresponding to the model are as
follows: ARCH-LM= 1.0144 (p value: 0.3138); J-B = 0.3791 (p value:
0.8273) and; FLM = 1.0937 (p value: 0.3163). The ARCH-LM test
value of the pχ2 statistic is equal to 0.3138, which is greater than the
10% significance level, so there is no autoregressive conditional

TABLE 4 Results of the non-linearity test and selection of the transformation function.

Converted variable F F4 F3 F2 Model type

ΔLCEIt−1 4.3960 e−01 3.5196 e−01 3.4222 e−01 8.0108 e−01 Linear

ΔLEGAt 1.0429 e−02 4.3565 e−02 8.1136 e−03 4.1388 e−01 LSTR2

ΔLEGAt−1 1.2471 e−01 1.1358 e−01 3.9819 e−01 3.0339 e−01 Linear

TREND 3.2322 e−01 1.3788 e−01 3.1044 e−01 6.0686 e−02 Linear

Note: F is the statistic for the non-linearity test; F4, F3, and F2 are the statistics for theH4,H3, andH2 tests, respectively; the values in the table are the probabilities of the companionship of each

statistic.

FIGURE 4
Contour map for the grid point search.
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heterogeneity between the residual series; the J-B test for the pχ2

statistic equals 0.8273, which is greater than the 10% significance
level, indicating that the residual series follow a normal distribution;
the LM test p for the F statistic equals 0.3163, which is greater than
the 10% significance level, implying that there is no serial correlation
between the residual series. The higher �R2 value indicates that the
model better captures the non-linear relationship between
environment governance attention and environmental quality.

4.3.3 Discussion of the results
In the linear part of the LSTR2 model, ΔLCEIt−1 has a

significant positive contribution to ΔLCEIt with a coefficient of
1.3203, and ΔLEGAt−1 has a significant negative inhibitory effect on
ΔLCEIt with a coefficient of −1.4667. This shows that
environmental quality has an inertia effect, with the more
polluted previous period being more polluted in the current
period. The higher the level of attention to environmental

FIGURE 5
Plan view for the grid point search.

TABLE 5 LSTR2 model estimation results.

Variable Initial value Estimated value Standard deviation t Unity measurement p-value

Linear section CONST 0.1362 0.1971** 0.4739 2.0019 0.0327

ΔLCEIt−1 1.0129 1.3203** 2.5958 2.1241 0.0291

ΔLEGAt−1 −0.9987 −1.4667*** 3.9332 −4.8865 0.0000

Non-linear section ΔLCEIt−1 −1.9383 −2.8918* 4.2036 −1.8024 0.0711

ΔLEGAt −3.0314 −4.4836** 3.6552 −1.9447 0.0406

Gamma 1.3532 7.3377 0.6195 NaN NaN

c1 −0.3300 −0.3416 0.0000 NaN NaN

c2 0.2626 0.2752 0.0000 NaN NaN

AIC −3.0441

SC −2.5131

HQ −2.9691

R2 0.9056

R2 0.9108

Note: *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels of significance, respectively. γ, c1, and c2 are grid point search values, with no t-statistics.
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management in the previous period, the lower the level of pollution
in the current period.

The non-linear part of the LSTR2 model contained two parts:
the conversion function and the regression term. The critical value
in the conversion functions C1 � −0.3300 and C2 � 0.2626, that is,
the conversion function about (C1 + C2)/2 � −0.037 is symmetric;
when the conversion variable ΔLEGAt � −0.0337, the conversion
function G � 0, the non-linear part disappears, and the model
completely behaves in linear form; when the conversion variable
ΔLEGAt is equal to the critical value, G � 0.5. The slope γ � 7.3377
indicates that the relationship between environmental governance
attention and environmental quality transitions slowly from one
state to another (usually a value of γ above 10 is considered to be a
relatively fast transition). ΔLEGAt is an important influence of
ΔLCEIt, it changes the extent to which the environmental
governance attention affects the environmental quality. When the
conversion variable ΔLEGAt is less than −0.3300 or greater than
0.2626, the conversion function value rapidly converts to 1, and the
effect of the non-linear component on the model rapidly manifests
itself. When ΔLEGAt fluctuates in the interval −0.3300 to 0.2626, a
stable linear relationship between environmental governance
attention and environmental quality will be maintained.

As shown in Figure 6, the impact of the environmental
governance attention on the environmental quality in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region alternated between linear and non-
linear during 2004–2020. During 2004–2016, the transformation
variable ΔLEGAt appeared less than −0.3300 or more than
0.2626 several times, at which time the transformation function
value rapidly shifted to 1; because of this, the environmental
governance attention has a non-linear effect on environmental
quality. When ΔLEGAt is less than −0.3300 or ΔLEGAt is
greater than 0.2626, a 1% change in environmental governance
attention in the current period will result in a 4.4836% change in the
emissions composite index, showing the “immediate” effect of
pollution control. As the coefficient of ΔCEIt−1 changes from
1.3203 to −1.5715, which indicated that the higher the level of
pollution in the previous period, the lower the level of pollution in
the current period, it showed that the effect of pollution control was
“unsustainable” and “rebounding from the bottom.” From 2016 to

now, the conversion variable ΔLEGAt all remain
between −0.3300 and 0.2626, the value of the transformation
function is 0, and a stable linear relationship between
environmental governance attention and environmental quality is
maintained. A 1% change in the attention to environmental
management in the previous period will cause a 1.4667% change
in the emissions composite index, while the government’s attention
to environmental management in the current period will not affect
the environmental quality.

ΔLCEIt Figure 7 shows the model fit plots for ΔLCEIt.Since the
fitted series produced by the LSTR2model are essentially the same as
the dynamic’s characteristic plots of the original series, this indicates
that the non-linear model constructed in this paper has good
explanatory power for the attention to environmental governance
and environmental quality, and there is indeed a long-term dynamic
relationship between the two.

5 Conclusion and policy
recommendations

The economic development and environmental protection in
the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region of China is very typical;
however, there is lack of research studies on the government’s
attention on environmental governance in these regions. This
study measured the levels of environmental governance attention
of the governments in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, and
objectively presented the changes and allocations of
environmental governance attention. On this basis, the linear
and non-linear effects of environmental governance attention on
environmental quality were investigated, thus filling the gap of
the lack of impact assessment analysis in the study of
environmental governance attention.

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region government work
report from 2002 to 2020, the environmental governance attention

FIGURE 6
Conversion function graph.
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of the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region is measured, its changes and
allocation rules are analyzed, and the compliance relationship
between environmental governance attention and environmental
quality is explored.

(1) According to the study, the level of environmental governance
attention in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region shows an overall
trend of fluctuation and rise, while in some specific periods,
there has been a small range of large changes.

(2) The scope of environmental governance in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region is expanding; the allocation of
attention is consistent with that of the central government;
compared with economic development attention, the allocation
of environmental governance attention is increasing.

(3) Under the linear assumption, there is a long-term stable co-
integration relationship between environmental governance
attention and environmental quality in the Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei region. In the short term, there is a two-way Granger
causality relationship between environmental governance
attention and environmental quality in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
region. In the long term, there is only a one-way Granger causality
relationship between environmental governance attention and
environmental quality in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region.
Under the non-linear assumption, the impact of environmental
governance attention on environmental quality in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region presents a more complex non-
linear transformation dynamic. From 2004 to 2016, the
conversion variables exceeded the threshold for many
times, and the environmental governance attention in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region frequently showed a non-linear
effect on environmental quality and reflected the “immediate
effect,” “unsustainable,” and “bottoming out” characteristics
of pollution control. From 2016 to now, the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region has maintained a stable
linear relationship between environmental governance
attention and environmental quality. The environmental
governance attention in the previous period will affect the
environmental quality, while the environmental governance

attention in the current period will not affect the
environmental quality.

5.2 Policy recommendations

Based on the findings, possible policy recommendations include
the following:

(1) There are differences on economic, social, and cultural
conditions in different regions of the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
region. If the governments of the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region
are completely consistent with the central government in the
allocation of attention, the unified environmental policy may
not be able to adapt to the differences in different regions,
resulting in a poor environmental governance effect. Therefore,
the allocation of environmental governance attention of the
government in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region should be
flexible to meet the actual needs of different regions.

(2) There is a long-term and stable co-integration relationship between
environmental governance attention and environmental quality in
the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region. Therefore, we should continue
to improve the level of environmental governance attention of the
government in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region in the long run to
ensure the overall level of environmental quality in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region.

(3) If the environmental governance attention level of the
governments in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region is not stable,
it will cause large fluctuations in the environmental quality level.
This reflects that the fluctuation of the environmental policy will
make it difficult for the policy object to adapt, which will have a
negative impact on the policy effect. Therefore, stability should be
maintained in the formulation and implementation of
environmental policies so as to steadily improve the effect of
environmental governance.

(4) The environmental governance attention of the governments in the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region has a lag effect on the environmental
quality. Therefore, a long-term mechanism of the environmental

FIGURE 7
ΔCEIt fitted plots.
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policy system should be established, improving the local
performance assessment system and the ranking of
environmental governance in various public affairs of the
government, establishing a coordinated environmental system
for the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, and establishing a multi-
body participation mechanism for environmental governance.
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